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 Late Shift offers new ways to explore the Gallery after hours and socialise   
after work. Every week on Thursdays and Fridays until 21.00 you can enjoy   

art, music, drinks, talks, tours and workshops.  
Tonight is the second of our quarterly Late Shift Extra nights asking the   

question ‘What is a Portrait?’ with a range of drop in salons, workshops,   
talks, tours and the opportunity to have your portrait taken and learn    

performance poetry! 

Floors 1 and 2 are open until 21.00, why not join us at the Late Shift bar   
in the Main Hall, last orders at 21.30. Enjoy 2 for 1 drinks at the Late Shift   

bar for all Camille Silvy ticketholders. Simply present your exhibition ticket   
when you place your order and get the cheaper drink free.

To find out more about Late Shift visit www.npg.org.uk/lateshift  
join our enewsletter or follow us on Facebook or Twitter

What is a portrait? 
18.00–22.00

18.00–21.00 
staff spoken portraits
rooms 3, 26 and 33

From the bookshop to curators, marketing to development, learning  
to copyright – eavesdrop on a selection of National Portrait Gallery staff 

as they describe their fantasy portraits. 

18.00 and 20.30
sHoot eXperienCe pHoto BootH
the photo booth is situated by the lifts near the  
Balcony Gallery, on floor 1

Drop-in and have your photo taken in our special Shoot Experience photo booth, 
plus watch out for projected images from the recent Shoot(ing) Portraits workshop. 

18.00–20.30
take aWaY art
Balcony Gallery, on floor 1

Visit the pop-up drawing machine by artist Joceline Howe and pick your portrait 
from a Collection-based menu – picture yourself in a ruff or in a Kit-cat Club wig 

or even with cleavage and a cigarette and take away your new look! 

18.00–20.30 
faCeLess portraitUre
it Gallery

Photographer Marysa Dowling will be exploring the idea of alternative portraits by 
taking your picture without your face. Is it a portrait? Is it really you? 
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 DJs
18.00–20.00

Pascal Brannan plays music inspired by our collection of musicians 
and performers to set the night off. 

20.00–22.00
richard Osborne presents a set of music containing names, faces   

and people to keep the Main Hall moving.

18.30–19.15, 19.45–20.30 
Drop-in DraWinG
rooms 21 and 31, on floor 1

Pick up a pencil and join in to our regular artist-led drop-in drawing  
sessions with Andy Pankhurst looking at how to render character and  

characteristics, and Emma Middleton exploring how a work’s medium,  
sitter’s attributes and pose expresses identity. 

18.30
roYaL LonDon oVerseas LeaGUe 
room 12, on floor 2

Live music from the winners of the prestigious rOSL music competition.

18.45 and 19.45
spoken WorD WorksHop
room 16, on floor 2

Leading spoken word artist Sophia Blackwell leads a new workshop  
on poetic portraits in three stages… Be prepared to put pen to paper,   

and mouth to microphone… with the option to perform! 

19.00
Brian Griffin in ConVersation WitH anne BraYBon
ondaatje Wing theatre, on floor -2

Photographer Brian Griffin discusses his approach to photography, the   
Road to 2012 exhibition and the role of creative partnerships with the   

Gallery’s Commissions Manager, Anne Braybon. See his work on display   
in the Main Hall and Studio Gallery. 

19.00 and 20.00
pHiLosopHY saLon
room 20, on floor 2 

Philosopher Katrina Mitcheson will lead a philosophical discussion about  
what portraiture is and the implications of different media on our experience  

and understanding of it… Join in and talk about what makes a portrait and look  
at works by Francis Bacon, Marc Quinn and Chuck Close.

Meet in the Main Hall at 19.30 and 20.30
toUrs of Bp portrait aWarD 2010

Take a look at this year’s BP Portrait Award 2010 with art historian James Hicks as   
he discusses selected works from the competition.
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